The purpose of this note is to give a characteristic property of the surfaces of coincidence. We show first that there are six and only six asymptotic osculating quadrics Q 3 -(j = l, • • • , 6) associated with a point P of a non-ruled analytic surface (M) each of which contains the four consecutive asymptotic tangents Uu) (* = 1> 2, 3, 4) of one system along a curve T through P and on the surface (M). As the curve T must be tangent to a direction of Darboux at P, it is further proved that each quadric (?,• is an osculating quadric of an asymptotic ruled surface R along a curve of Darboux when and only when the surface (M) is a surface of coincidence.
and hi = fiy-(log j8)" f ki = fiy-(log y)".
The integrability conditions of the system (1) are
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where ( ) ij ' denotes the partial derivative of order i+j formed by differentiating ( ) i times with respect to u and j times with respect toz>.
Since seven points in S& are always dependent, we find that (6) and ( 7a + (log 7*i*0 V 2 + [(log 7*1) + (log 7*1) (log 7 ki) ]Vi 4£ ou -45 (log £7) V + WA U -/8(log /S*!) 77i -j8ff, = 0.
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If four consecutive asymptotic ^-tangents (v = const.) belong to a regulus, then there is a plane in S& which intersects the surface (U) at four consecutive points. In other words: U, dU, d
2 U, d 3 U should be coplanar.
By means of (3), (4), (5) and (6) From (6), (8), (9) and (10) it follows that the coefficient of V* in (10) must vanish, so that
Moreover, we demand that the coefficients of £/ 2 , Vi in (9) should be proportional to those in (10), and therefore that
Differentiation of (11) shows that
If (12) and (13) and accordingly,
Hence the surface in consideration must be a surface of coincidence.
We inquire now whether the asymptotic tangents of some one system along a curve on a surface belong to a regulus. It is seen from (11) that the curve is necessarily a Darboux curve. In virtue of (11) and (15) we obtain a point
This is collinear with the points (9) and (10) From (13), (15) and (16) A reference to (15) and (17) shows that the surface must be xyz*=l or one of its projective transforms.
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